Rockton School District No. 140 Salary Schedule

2016-2017
2015-2016 Base:
Increase to the Base:

APPROVED SCHEDULE
$33,330.00
1.00%

333.3

Degree
Years
Experience

BA

BA +6

BA +12

BA +18

BA +24

Masters

Masters +10

Masters +20

Masters +30

Masters +40
or Degree

0

$33,663.30

$35,346.47

$37,029.63

$38,712.80

$40,395.96

$42,079.13

$43,762.29

$45,445.46

$47,128.62

$48,811.79

1

$35,009.83

$36,693.00

$38,376.16

$40,059.33

$41,742.49

$43,425.66

$45,108.82

$46,791.99

$48,475.15

$50,158.32

2

$36,356.36

$38,039.53

$39,722.69

$41,405.86

$43,089.02

$44,772.19

$46,455.35

$48,138.52

$49,821.68

$51,504.85

3

$37,702.90

$39,386.06

$41,069.23

$42,752.39

$44,435.56

$46,118.72

$47,801.89

$49,485.05

$51,168.22

$52,851.38

4

$39,049.43

$40,732.59

$42,415.76

$44,098.92

$45,782.09

$47,465.25

$49,148.42

$50,831.58

$52,514.75

$54,197.91

5

$40,395.96

$42,079.13

$43,762.29

$45,445.46

$47,128.62

$48,811.79

$50,494.95

$52,178.12

$53,861.28

$55,544.45

6

$41,742.49

$43,425.66

$45,108.82

$46,791.99

$48,475.15

$50,158.32

$51,841.48

$53,524.65

$55,207.81

$56,890.98

7

$43,089.02

$44,772.19

$46,455.35

$48,138.52

$49,821.68

$51,504.85

$53,188.01

$54,871.18

$56,554.34

$58,237.51

8

$44,435.56

$46,118.72

$47,801.89

$49,485.05

$51,168.22

$52,851.38

$54,534.55

$56,217.71

$57,900.88

$59,584.04

9

$45,782.09

$47,465.25

$49,148.42

$50,831.58

$52,514.75

$54,197.91

$55,881.08

$57,564.24

$59,247.41

$60,930.57

10

$47,128.62

$48,811.79

$50,494.95

$52,178.12

$53,861.28

$55,544.45

$57,227.61

$58,910.78

$60,593.94

$62,277.11

11

$48,475.15

$50,158.32

$51,841.48

$53,524.65

$55,207.81

$56,890.98

$58,574.14

$60,257.31

$61,940.47

$63,623.64

12

$49,821.68

$51,504.85

$53,188.01

$54,871.18

$56,554.34

$58,237.51

$59,920.67

$61,603.84

$63,287.00

$64,970.17

13

$51,168.22

$52,851.38

$54,534.55

$56,217.71

$57,900.88

$59,584.04

$61,267.21

$62,950.37

$64,633.54

$66,316.70

14

$52,514.75

$54,197.91

$55,881.08

$57,564.24

$59,247.41

$60,930.57

$62,613.74

$64,296.90

$65,980.07

$67,663.23

15

$53,861.28

$55,544.45

$57,227.61

$58,910.78

$60,593.94

$62,277.11

$63,960.27

$65,643.44

$67,326.60

$69,009.77

16

$55,207.81

$56,890.98

$58,574.14

$60,257.31

$61,940.47

$63,623.64

$65,306.80

$66,989.97

$68,673.13

$70,356.30

17

$56,554.34

$58,237.51

$59,920.67

$61,603.84

$63,287.00

$64,970.17

$66,653.33

$68,336.50

$70,019.66

$71,702.83

$66,316.70

$67,999.87

$69,683.03

$71,366.20

$73,049.36

Bonus

Salary Schedule Plus Retirement (9%)

2016-2017

APPROVED SCHEDULE

Degree
Years
Experience

BA

BA +6

BA +12

BA +18

BA +24

Masters

Masters +10

Masters +20

Masters +30

Masters +40
or Degree

0

$36,992.63

$38,842.27

$40,691.90

$42,541.53

$44,391.16

$46,240.79

$48,090.42

$49,940.06

$51,789.69

$53,639.32

1

$38,472.34

$40,321.97

$42,171.60

$44,021.23

$45,870.87

$47,720.50

$49,570.13

$51,419.76

$53,269.39

$55,119.02

2

$39,952.04

$41,801.68

$43,651.31

$45,500.94

$47,350.57

$49,200.20

$51,049.83

$52,899.47

$54,749.10

$56,598.73

3

$41,431.75

$43,281.38

$45,131.01

$46,980.65

$48,830.28

$50,679.91

$52,529.54

$54,379.17

$56,228.80

$58,078.44

4

$42,911.46

$44,761.09

$46,610.72

$48,460.35

$50,309.98

$52,159.61

$54,009.25

$55,858.88

$57,708.51

$59,558.14

5

$44,391.16

$46,240.79

$48,090.42

$49,940.06

$51,789.69

$53,639.32

$55,488.95

$57,338.58

$59,188.21

$61,037.85

6

$45,870.87

$47,720.50

$49,570.13

$51,419.76

$53,269.39

$55,119.02

$56,968.66

$58,818.29

$60,667.92

$62,517.55

7

$47,350.57

$49,200.20

$51,049.83

$52,899.47

$54,749.10

$56,598.73

$58,448.36

$60,297.99

$62,147.63

$63,997.26

8

$48,830.28

$50,679.91

$52,529.54

$54,379.17

$56,228.80

$58,078.44

$59,928.07

$61,777.70

$63,627.33

$65,476.96

9

$50,309.98

$52,159.61

$54,009.25

$55,858.88

$57,708.51

$59,558.14

$61,407.77

$63,257.40

$65,107.04

$66,956.67

10

$51,789.69

$53,639.32

$55,488.95

$57,338.58

$59,188.21

$61,037.85

$62,887.48

$64,737.11

$66,586.74

$68,436.37

11

$53,269.39

$55,119.02

$56,968.66

$58,818.29

$60,667.92

$62,517.55

$64,367.18

$66,216.81

$68,066.45

$69,916.08

12

$54,749.10

$56,598.73

$58,448.36

$60,297.99

$62,147.63

$63,997.26

$65,846.89

$67,696.52

$69,546.15

$71,395.78

13

$56,228.80

$58,078.44

$59,928.07

$61,777.70

$63,627.33

$65,476.96

$67,326.59

$69,176.23

$71,025.86

$72,875.49

14

$57,708.51

$59,558.14

$61,407.77

$63,257.40

$65,107.04

$66,956.67

$68,806.30

$70,655.93

$72,505.56

$74,355.19

15

$59,188.21

$61,037.85

$62,887.48

$64,737.11

$66,586.74

$68,436.37

$70,286.00

$72,135.64

$73,985.27

$75,834.90

16

$60,667.92

$62,517.55

$64,367.18

$66,216.81

$68,066.45

$69,916.08

$71,765.71

$73,615.34

$75,464.97

$77,314.61

17

$62,147.63

$63,997.26

$65,846.89

$67,696.52

$69,546.15

$71,395.78

$73,245.42

$75,095.05

$76,944.68

$78,794.31

$72,875.49

$74,725.12

$76,574.75

$78,424.38

$80,274.02

Bonus

